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As our winters seem to be getting longer
and colder, lazy days and warm breezy
nights are something to be enjoyed
during the summer months. Not everyone
wants to drive several hours to get out
of the city to your cottage or your home
away from home. So what can one do to
overcome this?

OUTDOOR TRENDS
• U
 se colour in your furnishings and accessories. Soft pastel
colours are trending in accessories and outdoor planters
• M
 ix and match different types of furniture and materials will
create a new “indoor” environment outside ie. Acrylic side
tables, colourful powder coated iron furniture, with your
traditional outdoor materials of teak, cedar and all-weather
wicker
• B
 ring the indoors out with outdoor fabric upholstered and
slipcovered furniture, and tables that would look just as good
in your dining room with pedestal or trestle bases
• W
 ood furniture made from composite materials that provide
you the look and feel of wood
• M
 ultiple cooking appliances are key to a successful cooking
experience for you and your “cottage” guests
• L
 ayer your lighting just like you would indoors: First, overall
ambient or fill lighting with either overhead or wall mounted
lights. Next layer with function/task and safety lighting in
your cooking or landscaped areas. Lastly, the extra sparkle
from candle lit votives and lanterns

The lightness of the fabric keeps the
room from being too heavy and formal,
while brightening the room.
A long-standing client in Midtown Toronto enlisted
our services to bring the cottage living to them. With
a great landscaped backyard, complete with a heated
pool, we were half way there.
Their home has a wonderful traditional feel to it,
with beautiful transitional furniture and contemporary
artwork. With the family room and kitchen located
at the back of the house, these rooms connect the
house to the outdoor “city cottage” space. What we
didn’t want to do was just focus on the actual “outdoor
space”, but how we can incorporate and use the family
room as a “Muskoka Room”.
To create a casual and comfortable cottage setting,
custom-made slipcovers were done in a brushed
awning-striped cotton twill for the sofa and a brushed
cotton twill shell-motif fabric for the two occasional
chairs. The lightness of the fabric keeps the .0 from
being too heavy and formal, while brightening the
room. Durability was also important, so that if someone
sat down on the upholstered furniture with a wet
bathing suit, the slipcovers can be easily removed and
laundered.
Even though we have no shells to speak of in and
around cottage country, these beachy themed fabrics
of shells, coral, flora, paisley on the toss cushions and
a giant clam on the coffee table make for a simple,
easy and effective way to bring a “cottage feel” to your
family room.

Like indoor rooms, we designed and decorated the
outdoor space with the same principles in mind to create an
interesting and intriguing space.
In keeping with our theme from the indoors, custom
outdoor bench cushions were made around the dining
area in coordinating canvas cotton treated outdoor fabrics
along with toss cushions made in varying scales of stripes
of red and cream, bringing contrast and texture. While the
oversized shell motif adds scale and dimension, the aged
teak furniture also brings a beautiful weathered and rusticness to the city backyard landscape.
With a creative idea and design in mind, you can have
the cottage that you have always wanted right in your own
backyard, and without the dreaded driving commute.
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